Complete physicochemical characterization of DNA/chitosan complexes by multiple detection using asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation.
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) coupled with UV-vis spectrophotometry, multiangle light scattering (MALS), and dynamic light scattering (DLS) detection was used to analyze dispersions of DNA/rhodamine B labeled chitosan (Ch-rho) complexes frequently used as gene delivery vectors. The method yielded, in a single experiment, important characteristics of the complexes, such as their hydrodynamic radius, size distribution, conformation, composition, and the amount of free Ch-rho in the dispersions. Samples for analysis were obtained by varying experimental parameters known to influence the transfection efficiency of DNA/chitosan complexes, including the DNA concentration at mixing (82-164 μg/mL), the ratio of chitosan amino groups to DNA phosphate groups (3 ≤ N/P ratio ≤ 15), the chitosan molecular weight (10-76 kDa), and its degree of deacetylation. In all preparations, DNA/Ch-rho complexes had hydrodynamic radii ranging from 15 to 160 nm. Both the DNA concentration and the Ch-rho molecular weight influence the size distribution of the complexes: a greater fraction of large particles was detected in dispersions prepared with the most concentrated DNA solution or the Ch-rho of highest molar mass. All dispersions contained free Ch-rho in solution. The free Ch-rho content ranged from 53 to 92% of the total Ch-rho concentration in dispersions prepared with N/P ratios from 3 to 15, respectively, implying that the N/P ratio of the complexes ranged from 1.3 to 1.6 in all samples. The accuracy of the free Ch-rho determination by AF4/UV-vis/MALS+DLS was confirmed by an independent method involving (1) ultracentrifugation of the dispersions prepared with unlabeled chitosan and (2) analysis of the supernatant by the Orange II dye depletion method. This study demonstrates the ability of AF4/UV-vis/MALS+DLS to provide a complete physicochemical characterization of DNA/polycation complexes used in nonviral gene delivery.